Improving outcomes in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease: the role of the interprofessional approach
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Abstract: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is associated with significant morbidity, places substantial time and cost burden on the health care system, and is now the third leading cause of death in the US. Many interventions are available to appropriately manage patients with COPD; however, fully implementing these strategies to help improve outcomes may be difficult. Collaboration between an interprofessional team of health care professionals (which includes physicians, nurses, respiratory therapists, physical therapists, dietitians, pharmacists, and many others) and COPD patients and caregivers is necessary to optimally manage these patients and to truly impact outcomes in this devastating disease. Prescribing evidence-based non-pharmacological and pharmacological therapies is an important start, but a true team-based approach is critical to successfully implement comprehensive care in patients with COPD. The goal of this review is to employ a case-based approach to provide practical information regarding the roles of the interprofessional team in implementing strategies to optimally manage COPD patients.
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Case history
Mrs H is a 55-year-old woman seen by a primary care clinician as a new patient to establish care after recently relocating to the area. She has a history of hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and tobacco use for the last 35 years. She currently smokes one and a half pack of cigarettes per day (reduced from two packs per day). Mrs H admits to dyspnea on exertion at 100 m and cough productive of white sputum, which have progressed over the last 2 years. She denies chest pain or pressure. She admits to symptoms of anxiety and depression, which have markedly worsened over the last year, but she denies suicidal ideation. Her husband reports that she frequently snores at night and appears to have intermittent pauses in her breathing before “gasping” for air. Mrs H reports an episode of “acute bronchitis and wheezing” about 6 months ago, which required 5 days of a systemic corticosteroid and an antibiotic. She denies childhood or family history of asthma, and allergic symptoms. Mrs H reports that she is compliant with her medications, which include a cardioselective beta-blocker and a statin. She is actively trying to quit smoking but is finding it difficult. Her body mass index (BMI) is 25 kg/m². Her alpha-1 antitrypsin level is normal, and her spirometry reveals a post-bronchodilator forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV₁) to forced vital capacity ratio of 60% and FEV₁ of 55% of predicted. Mrs H’s clinician classified her chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) as grade B based on the Global initiative for chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) recommendations.
and prescribed a short-acting beta agonist inhaler (as needed) and a long-acting muscarinic antagonist (LAMA) inhaler (scheduled). How can an interprofessional/multidisciplinary approach be applied to provide Mrs H with optimal care at this point?

**Partnership between health care professionals and COPD patients and caregivers**

Most health care professionals see their COPD patients every few months; however, patients have to deal with their disease every minute of every day. Therefore, it is important for all health care professionals to partner with COPD patients and caregivers in order to achieve the best outcomes. This partnership should include working together to optimize non-pharmacological interventions such as 1) obtaining smoking cessation counseling for those who continue to smoke and reinforcing sustained abstinence for those who formerly smoked, 2) administering appropriate vaccinations, 3) participating in a pulmonary rehabilitation (PR) program and then continuing with increased physical activity throughout their lives, 4) maintaining optimal body weight to avoid pulmonary cachexia syndrome, and 5) appropriately managing the multiple morbidities that commonly occur in patients with COPD. In addition, health care professionals need to continue to work with COPD patients and their caregivers to ensure appropriate delivery of the prescribed pharmacotherapy.

**Smoking cessation counseling**

International organizations, societies, and initiatives recommend tobacco cessation for all patients with COPD. The US Preventative Services Task Force, the World Health Organization, National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence, the Canadian Thoracic Society (CTS), and GOLD emphasize that smoking abstinence is the most effective intervention that reduces the progression, morbidity, and mortality associated with COPD. However, achieving sustained tobacco abstinence is one of the most difficult behavioral changes for patients to implement. Interprofessional approaches to smoking cessation begin with the initial encounter with the health care clinician who makes the diagnosis of COPD, and continue throughout the patient’s care by the entire health care team. Interprofessional interventions including emotional support, counseling, and educational classes combined with pharmacotherapy improve rates of smoking cessation. Rates of sustained tobacco abstinence are poor, and range from only 5% (just by telling patients that smoking cessation is the best thing for their health) to nearly 35%. Considering this, health care professionals and COPD caregivers should emphasize the importance of quitting and consistently provide positive reinforcement for patients’ efforts during ongoing attempts as well as once smoking cessation is achieved to ensure continued abstinence. Like all patients with COPD who smoke, Mrs H should receive a consistent, caring, and nonjudgmental message from her entire health care team that smoking cessation/abstinence is critical to improve her COPD outcomes and improve her health. Therefore, she should receive a combination of smoking cessation counseling and pharmacotherapy to help her quit.

**Vaccinations**

Considering that 50%–70% of COPD exacerbations are caused by infections, the GOLD committee through their summary statements and the CTS/CHEST (American College of Chest Physicians) guidelines for the prevention of acute exacerbation of COPD (AECOPD) recommend influenza and pneumococcal vaccines for all patients with COPD. Despite good intentions, clinicians often have difficulty remembering to offer vaccinations to all patients with COPD; therefore, an interprofessional approach is crucial to improve rates of appropriate vaccinations in this population. Finally, influenza and pneumococcal vaccines have been shown to decrease COPD exacerbations and improve outcomes, and thus, Mrs H should stay up-to-date on all appropriate vaccinations.

**Pulmonary rehabilitation**

PR programs have been shown to have a multifactorial benefit for patients with COPD, which is not just limited to improved exercise capacity. Its benefits occur whether performed as an inpatient, outpatient, or even at home, with the ideal location based on patient preference, cost, and availability. In terms of objective outcomes, PR decreases hospitalization rates, hospital length of stay, and mortality, and enhances the effect of long-acting bronchodilators. Furthermore, PR also improves perceived breathlessness, health-related quality of life, relative social isolation, as well as anxiety and depression associated with COPD. These factors impact the overall sense of well-being of patients with COPD, which for most patients is the most important outcome. Unfortunately, these beneficial effects wane over time if patients do not continue with the strategies learned in the PR program. Therefore, patients often return to their baseline status within approximately 2 years after completing a PR program. For this reason, patients should be encouraged to stay active even after completing a 6- to 10-week PR program to help sustain...
the extensive benefits mentioned above.28,29 Simply walking 10–45 minutes/day will likely be of benefit.28,30 Even patients with lower extremity disabilities have options in these diverse PR programs, such as upper extremity exercises that also have benefits.2,31 Considering these multiple benefits, Mrs H should be encouraged to participate in a PR program, and then to continue an active lifestyle even after completing this program. Further emphasizing the importance of an interprofessional approach, primary care clinicians and pulmonologists should recognize key comorbidities and physical limitations, discuss them with patients and caregivers, and then work closely with trained PR personnel to implement a program that is safe and effective.

Nutrition
Pulmonary cachexia, which is defined as significant weight loss from severe forms of pulmonary disease, affects more than one-third of patients with moderate-to-very severe COPD and has been shown to be an independent risk factor for mortality.32 Furthermore, there are consistent data on the association of low (ie, <20 kg/m²) BMI itself and increased mortality.33 Nutritional supplementation alone has not been shown to improve outcomes, but when coupled with dietary counseling, patients report improved quality of life, dyspnea, and functional status.34 Thus, Mrs H’s weight should be monitored closely, and she should be advised to maintain her current body weight and not attempt to lose weight. The “American Lung Association” and the “Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics” recommend referral of patients with COPD to a certified dietician with experience in COPD, in order to meet these weight goals as patients’ lung function deteriorates over time. An interprofessional approach begins with primary care clinicians who recognize the development of pulmonary cachexia at an early stage, seek collaboration with a trained dietician, and then together, counsel patients and their caregivers on dietary habits.

Management of comorbidities
A unique characteristic of patients with COPD contributing to management challenges for health care professionals is the number and severity of concomitant chronic medical conditions. Patients with COPD have twice the number of chronic illnesses compared to their non-COPD counterparts (four vs two).35 Furthermore, greater than 50% of deaths in patients with COPD are in fact related to these comorbidities.36 Thus, focusing only on their airway obstruction will produce suboptimal outcomes.37

Heart disease
Ischemic heart disease (IHD) and COPD have common risk factors, and thus, it is not surprising that the most common comorbidity in patients with COPD is indeed IHD.2 Furthermore, COPD has been shown to be an independent risk factor for the development of IHD.35 Patients with both COPD and IHD have higher hospitalization rates, greater number of exacerbations, and higher mortality rates than those with COPD alone.38 IHD is one of the leading causes of death in patients with COPD, and thus, effective treatment directed toward this coexisting condition is the key.2,39 The GOLD recommendations emphasize that the treatment of IHD and heart failure in patients with COPD should follow the usual IHD/heart failure guidelines. Of particular importance is the use of cardioselective beta-blockers in patients with coexisting disease. Short-term studies have consistently shown that these medications are safe in patients with COPD and do not lead to significant bronchoconstriction.2 The long-term outcomes are uncertain, but the significant mortality benefit with selective beta-blockers in COPD patients with heart disease is considerably larger than the potential risks in these patients, regardless of the GOLD grade. Thus, Mrs H should be encouraged to maintain compliance with her cardioselective beta-blocker and other cardiac medications. If her symptoms progress, it would be prudent to obtain a transthoracic echocardiogram to evaluate her heart function, with prompt referral to a cardiologist if there are any treatable structural abnormalities. An interprofessional approach involving early differentiation of cardiac from pulmonary signs/symptoms by a primary care clinician and then collaboration with a cardiologist for diagnostic work-up and therapy would optimize outcomes. Following this, a comprehensive discussion with the patient and caregivers regarding lifestyle modifications, with regular exercise (as described in the “Pulmonary rehabilitation” section) as well as healthy eating habits, would be the key. Collaboration with a nutritionist would also be valuable to help with education and to provide healthy food options. The primary care clinician’s role in continued positive reinforcement of these lifestyle changes is paramount.

Osteoporosis
COPD and osteoporosis are also strongly linked because of not only common risk factors such as age, smoking, and inactivity but also disease-specific factors related to COPD such as low BMI and prior corticosteroid use.40 Osteoporosis has also been correlated with low FEV₁.17 For this reason, it is understandable that greater than one-third of patients with
COPD also have osteoporosis.\textsuperscript{41} Osteoporosis and resulting fragility fractures result in impaired mobility, which increases morbidity.\textsuperscript{40} Furthermore, vertebral compression fractures and rib cage fractures have also been shown to reduce pulmonary function, as well as increase rates of COPD exacerbations and mortality.\textsuperscript{40} The American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists and the US Preventative Services Task Force recommend a daily weight-bearing exercise routine of 30 minutes per day and smoking cessation to avoid bone loss and prevent osteoporotic fractures. Mrs H has multiple risk factors for osteoporosis with related fractures, and thus, an interprofessional approach involving early screening by her primary care clinician and then collaboration with nutritionists and physical therapists to assist with dietary changes and physical mobility exercises/PR should be utilized. An endocrinologist may also be consulted if osteoporosis becomes severe and advanced pharmacotherapy is needed.

Anxiety and depression

Anxiety and depression are comorbidities that have a multifactorial impact on patients with COPD and are often underappreciated, with Mrs H being a prime example of this. In fact, anxiety and/or depression are found in up to 65% of patients with COPD.\textsuperscript{52} Furthermore, the incidence and severity of these conditions increase with acute exacerbations and as FEV, declines.\textsuperscript{42,43} It is not surprising that these conditions impact compliance with COPD medications, and thus have a significant indirect impact on outcomes. Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and physical exercise/PR have been shown to have a positive impact on these conditions, and should be strongly recommended as treatment options for patients with COPD, including Mrs H.\textsuperscript{44} Studies have shown that 3 months of treatment with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) can decrease symptoms of depression while improving walking distance and degree of breathlessness.\textsuperscript{45} Thus, a prescription for an SSRI should be considered for Mrs H after attempting CBT and PR. Benzodiazepines have also been shown to be helpful for anxiety but should be used with caution and in low doses because of the increased risk of hypercapnia and COPD exacerbations in patients with severe COPD.\textsuperscript{46} In addition, other agents, such as buspirone, may be useful in select patients with COPD.\textsuperscript{47} An interprofessional approach with early recognition of these conditions and referral by primary care clinicians to therapists skilled in CBT and PR is the key to the management of these conditions when they coexist with COPD. Furthermore, if these therapies do not have an impact on a patient’s anxiety and depression, primary care clinicians should collaborate with psychiatrists to help titrate and adjust pharmacotherapy. Considering the stigma attached to anxiety and depression, referral should only be made after a nonjudgmental and collective discussion with the patient and his/her caregivers about the benefits of pursuing such treatment. The negative and multifactorial influence that anxiety and depression have on COPD clearly requires a multifaceted team of professionals to mitigate the impact.

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA)

Up to one in five patients with COPD also suffer from OSA, and it is likely that Mrs H does as well.\textsuperscript{48} Coexisting OSA may result in more pronounced daytime hypercapnia, nocturnal hypoxemia, and the long-term development of pulmonary hypertension.\textsuperscript{49} Understandably, it has been shown that coexisting OSA is associated with increased risk of COPD exacerbations and mortality.\textsuperscript{40} Optimization of COPD medications, supplemental oxygen, and continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) are treatments that have been shown to not only improve the symptoms of OSA but also improve survival.\textsuperscript{50} Considering Mrs H’s nighttime symptoms, her primary care clinician should first screen her for negative sleep hygiene, and then collaborate with a physician who specializes in sleep medicine so that she may obtain a sleep study. This collaborative interprofessional approach will not only allow for effective diagnoses of her specific sleep pathology but also aid in effective treatment and educational counseling for patients and their caregivers. This team approach will allow for continued compliance once treatment is initiated.

Inhaler technique, education, and self-management

Starting from the first prescription and every follow-up visit thereafter, health care professionals should ensure that COPD patients and their caregivers appropriately exhibit the proper inhaler technique for each prescribed device. Step-by-step inhaler/nebulizer instructions in the form of videos are available online at no cost on the WipeCOPD\textsuperscript{TM} YouTube\textsuperscript{®} channel. Previous studies have illustrated that more than half of patients with COPD use poor and ineffective inhalation techniques when utilizing their inhalers.\textsuperscript{51} Furthermore, studies have shown that patients who utilize proper inhaler techniques have decreased rates of COPD exacerbations and health care costs.\textsuperscript{52} For this reason, it is important to teach Mrs H and her caregiver/family about the correct way to use her prescribed inhalers. Proper technique for taking metered dose inhalers (MDIs) requires effective
hand–mouth coordination, including inhaling in a slow, deep, and controlled manner and an appropriate breath hold after inhalation.\textsuperscript{53} Coordinating actuation and inhalation is the most commonly reported difficulty with MDIs, and can be improved by using a spacer device.\textsuperscript{54} In contrast, dry-powder inhalers require a deep and forceful inhalation to effectively deliver the medication, but patients should still follow inhalation with an appropriate breath hold.\textsuperscript{17} MDIs, when used appropriately with a spacer device, dry-powdered inhalers, and nebulizers, are equally effective at controlling symptoms but only when used correctly.\textsuperscript{55} Thus, choice of medication delivery method should be based on patient comfort, preference, and level of coordination.

On her first visit, it is important not only to teach Mrs H effective inhaler technique but also to emphasize the importance of medication compliance. Medication compliance in patients with COPD has been shown to reduce hospitalization rates\textsuperscript{56} and decrease mortality.\textsuperscript{57} Furthermore, belief that their treatment will be effective also improves medication adherence,\textsuperscript{58} thus emphasizing the importance of patient education on the value of these medications.

In addition to adherence to appropriate inhaled medications, educating Mrs H on the “warning signs” of an AECOPD and when to seek medical attention is important.\textsuperscript{59,60} The CTS/CHEST guidelines on AECOPD recommend education with a written action plan and case management for the prevention of emergency department visits and hospitalization for severe AECOPD, particularly for those with a history of prior acute exacerbations.\textsuperscript{18} Several studies demonstrated reduced rates of hospitalizations and mortality when such an action plan is implemented but only when associated with an effective change in patient behavior where patients actually self-administer treatment earlier.\textsuperscript{59,60} The CTS/CHEST recommendation reflects the fact that only one study by Fan et al reported increased mortality in the intervention group, while the majority of studies supported the value of a written action plan and case management.\textsuperscript{62} In the study with increased mortality, patients were educated and provided with a COPD action plan, but the patients in the intervention/ action plan group continued to delay treatment for the same amount of time as the usual care group, which was on average 7 days.\textsuperscript{62} Although the specific reason for increased mortality in this one study is not known, patients with underlying severe disease and clinical instability need close attention and careful follow-up. This point emphasizes that specially trained interprofessional clinicians and other health care professionals are required to supervise this intervention, and patient selection must be individualized.

Potential barriers to deployment of the above “ideal COPD treatment strategies”

The above strategies have been shown to improve outcomes in patients with COPD, and every attempt should be made to implement them. That being said, not all patients have access to these resources. Patients working full time may not be able to visit their physicians and the other members of their interprofessional team every 3 months. Furthermore, health insurance may not pay for PR or dieticians. For that matter, public health services in certain areas of the country may not even have pulmonologists or sleep physicians practicing nearby, or offer services such as PR. The burden of these limitations often falls on the shoulders of the primary care clinician, the unsung hero of our health care system. Primary care clinicians who have many working patients in their practice might consider having 1 day per month where they have late afternoon/evening clinic hours or a half-day weekend clinic to provide access to working COPD patients who have difficulty taking time off from work. In rural areas, where access to subspecialists is difficult to obtain, telemedicine may be a helpful adjunct to implement important treatment strategies. If patients are not able to physically go to PR (due to time or insurance limitations), primary care clinicians can utilize online and other resources and help patients design an individualized exercise regimen that the patients can perform at home. As described earlier, simply walking 10–45 minutes/day will likely be of benefit.\textsuperscript{28,30} Although not all these medical compromises are optimal strategies, they do offer some benefit. Considering studies have shown that patient belief that a treatment will be effective improves compliance and adherence to physician recommendations,\textsuperscript{58} patient education and consistent reinforcement are the key to maintaining positive outcomes in this underserved population.

Case of Mrs H (continued): 6 years later (61 years old)

Despite optimal management with an interprofessional approach, Mrs H’s lung function and clinical status continued to deteriorate. She successfully stopped smoking (her last cigarette was on her 59th birthday). She has had a couple of episodes of AECOPD treated as an outpatient over the last 2 years. In addition, she was hospitalized last year for a severe AECOPD despite being compliant with her exercise program, vaccinations, and inhaled medications with a long-acting beta agonist and inhaled corticosteroid combination agent and an inhaled LAMA. Her most recent FEV\textsubscript{1} (measured ~12 weeks after her hospitalization) is
All members of the interprofessional team should ensure that vaccinations are up-to-date at each clinic visit to avoid lapses in care. These health care professionals should also collaborate with therapists to ensure the development of a patient-specific PR program. After completing a formalized PR program, all patients should work together with their health care professionals and their caregivers to design a feasible daily exercise routine that will maximize long-term compliance. Primary care clinicians and pulmonologists should also ensure collaboration with a trained nutritionist to avoid pulmonary cachexia. Nutritionists will help design healthy meal plans that are both cost-effective and easy to prepare for patients and their caregivers. Nurses, respiratory therapists, COPD educators, and the clinic support staff have a crucial role in the optimal management of these complicated COPD patients. In addition, referrals to subspecialists should be considered as clinically indicated, including cardiologists, endocrinologists, psychiatrists, and trained sleep physicians, with a similar team-based approach involving open communication with each other, the primary care clinician, the patients, and their caregivers. Therefore, implementing an interprofessional team approach involving health care professionals working closely with COPD patients and caregivers is critical to achieving optimal outcomes in these patients.

**Summary/wrap up**

For patients with COPD, the benefits of an interprofessional collaboration among various health care professionals themselves, as well as in conjunction with their patients and caregivers, cannot be underscored. It is important not only for timely implementation of therapy but also to ensure continued compliance, which is the foundation for success of any treatment plan. Central to this interprofessional team is the primary care clinician who is the first line of contact with the health care system for patients with COPD. It is essential for primary care clinicians to work closely with pulmonologists to consistently emphasize the importance of smoking cessation and to ensure that abstinence is maintained once achieved. Furthermore, clinicians should work with nurses, clinic support staff, and information technology to ensure that vaccinations are up-to-date at each clinic visit to avoid lapses in care. These health care professionals should also collaborate with therapists to ensure the development of a patient-specific PR program. After completing a formalized PR program, all patients should work together with their health care professionals and their caregivers to design a feasible daily exercise routine that will maximize long-term compliance. Primary care clinicians and pulmonologists should also ensure collaboration with a trained nutritionist to avoid pulmonary cachexia. Nutritionists will help design healthy meal plans that are both cost-effective and easy to prepare for patients and their caregivers. Nurses, respiratory therapists, COPD educators, and the clinic support staff have a crucial role in the optimal management of these complicated COPD patients. In addition, referrals to subspecialists should be considered as clinically indicated, including cardiologists, endocrinologists, psychiatrists, and trained sleep physicians, with a similar team-based approach involving open communication with each other, the primary care clinician, the patients, and their caregivers. Therefore, implementing an interprofessional team approach involving health care professionals working closely with COPD patients and caregivers is critical to achieving optimal outcomes in these patients.

**Key learning points**

- Fostering a collaborative relationship between health care professionals, COPD patients, and their caregivers is required to impact outcomes. This three-point triangular relationship requires mutual feedback and positive reinforcement in a nonjudgmental environment.
- All members of the interprofessional team should emphasize the importance of smoking cessation on every visit. Sustained smoking abstinence should be met with consistent positive reinforcement. Relapses are common and expected, and should be met with supportive and nonjudgmental rhetoric.
- All members of the interprofessional team should ensure that vaccinations are up-to-date.
- For those who meet criteria for PR, prompt referral should be made. For those who do not have access to PR, the patient’s health care professional should help the patient design a home exercise plan. All PR strategies should focus on long-term compliance, extending beyond the classic 6- to 10-week program initially prescribed.
- Nutritional supplementation, when coupled with dietary counseling, may help improve clinical outcomes.
• Effective management of comorbidities is as important as management of COPD itself in improving overall outcomes. Important comorbidities include heart disease, osteoporosis, depression, anxiety, and OSA.

• Effective inhaler technique should be emphasized and reinforced at every visit.

• Potential barriers to implementation of specific COPD management strategies should be investigated, and solutions sought before prescribing them. This will avoid unnecessary delays in treatment.
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